
Second Level At Home – Cross Curricular Grid (P5,6,7 Optional Challenges) 

 

Learning at Home – Second Level School/Home Link (Successful Learners, Responsible Citizens, Effective Contributors, Confident Individuals) 

Steps to success (MAKE, SAY, WRITE, DO): Will depend upon activity but set time and quality expectations before and during task. 

Curricular Links - Technologies, Science, RME, French, Expressive Arts, Social Studies, Developing the Young Work Force 

Technologies TCH2-04a Science SCN2-20b Social Studies SOC2-08a 

Food - LI: I can help to prepare a healthy snack or 

meal.  

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/collection/kid
s-cooking Look through the recipes and choose you 

one you would like to try as a family as a ‘special’ 

lunch/tea. Get involved with shopping for 

ingredients and make a budget for your meal. Try 

to make 2 courses – you may need a sous chef!   
Challenge: Make place settings and a menu for 

the table! Talk about what ingredients you used 

and why they are healthy.  

Science News- LI: I can research a famous scientist 

of my choice and write about the impact they 

have had on my life and the world. 

Look around your home for inspiration about how 

things work (objects/ medicines even 

understanding why something moves in a particular 

way). Write down some questions. Find a scientist 

who asked similar questions to you and create a 

fact file on them. 

Challenge: Assess their impact upon the world – 

what aspects of everyday life did they help? 

Care for the Environment LI : I can research and 

discuss the negative impact humans can have on 

their environment.  

Use these ‘key search’ words to prompt you or 

come up with some of your own to create a fact file 

on one or more of the issues: waste/ plastic/ air 

pollution/ landfill 

Challenge: With support write a letter to your local 

MSP to make them aware of what you have found 

and any solutions you have thought of. 

  

Art EXA2-03a Drama/Dance EXA 2-9/10a Music EXA 2-19a 

Still Life – LI: I can set up a still life composition and 

complete an observational picture. 

Choose some interesting objects to arrange with 

material in a group. You may want your objects to 

‘tell a story’ (e.g. items which help us/family 

memories) When you are happy draw the objects 

very carefully as you see them. 

Challenge: Try the same observational drawing of 

the still life, even choosing a slightly different angle, 

using a different media. Do an artist study on 

Cezanne who often created his own still lives.  

Dance - LI: I enjoy taking part in different dance 

opportunities and can learn my own creative 

sequence. 

Watch the tutorials on Just Dance. Can you copy 

the steps? Choose your favourite to learn off by 

heart. 

Challenge: Make a dance sequence up with 5 

different moves. Use the list to help but you can 

think of others: twist/ jump/ shimmy/ hand/feet 

taps/twirl/ body pop) Could some elements involve 

a partner? 

Music Appreciation - LI: I can listen to a range of 

music and can discuss my thoughts and feelings.  

Interview family members and friends to find out 

what their favourite song/artist or genre of music is. 

Ask them why they chose it. Listen to the song/songs 

from that artist and genre and think about how they 

make you feel. Choose a favourite to make an 

album cover for. 

Challenge: Create a playlist of some songs you 

think they will like based on their original views.  

French/German  MLAN2-06b Religious and Moral Education RME 2-06b  World of Work HWB2-20a 

LI: I am learning about the culture and geography 

of the locations where French/German is spoken. 

French and German are spoken all over the world. 

Find where these languages are spoken and make 

a Venn Diagram (French/German and an overlap 

in any countries which speak both). Challenge: 

Write a message in a bottle with all the words you 

know in French/German. Try a sentence to 

introduce yourself. 

Celebrations - LI: I can learn about a religious 

celebration. 

With support, choose from one of these 

celebrations (or another you know!): Christmas, 

Hanukkah, Eid, Diwali. Watch a BBC clip, talk about 

it and create a shopping list you of items you may 

need. Use the internet to research how much some 

of these cost to create a budget. 

Job Advert- LI: I can think of what skills I would 

need in different jobs.  

Choose 3 jobs you are interested in (doesn’t have 

to be one you want!). Write the title of the job at the 

top of the paper and write a bullet point list of the 

different skills you would need to do this job. 

Challenge: Think about where you would work in 

these jobs. Do you know anyone in your 

family/friends you could talk to about their work? 
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